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Abstract 
Traditional indices of bi-dimensional inequality and polarization were developed for cardinal 
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using only ordinal information.  An empirical illustration is given for 24 European Union countries in 
2004-2006 and 2011. Results suggest that inequalities and bi-polarization in income and health are 
especially large in Estonia and Portugal, and that inequalities have significantly increased in recent 
years in Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, and the Netherlands, whereas bi-polarization 
significantly decreased in France, Portugal, and the UK.  
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Introduction 
 
Evaluation of policy reform in the health sector sometimes requires assessment of effects on the 
dispersion of health - its inequality or polarization - within a population. However, the traditional 
approach to measuring dispersion requires cardinality of the variable whose dispersion is studied, 
while the most widely used comprehensive health measure - self-assessed health - is ordinal. This 
measure is generated by asking respondents to evaluate their health, in general, in response categories 
ranging from “1: very good” to “5: very poor,” in the World Health Organization recommended 
version, and from “1: excellent” to “5: poor” in the US version.1  Self-rating has several advantages. 
First, it offers a summary of an individual’s general state of health. Second, a person’s own appraisal 
of his or her health is a very good predictor of future mortality and morbidity. The correlation 
between self-assessed health and mortality remains strong even when controlling for other health 
variables and for socio-economic status (Idler E. L. & Benyamini Y., 1997).  
Because self-assessed health is ordinal rather than cardinal, some dispersion measures, like the Gini 
coefficient, cannot be applied to it. In a seminal paper, Blair and Lacy (1996) suggested developing 
specific dispersion measures for ordinal variables, using the cumulative distribution function of the 
variable of interest. Some studies followed this suggestion and derived uni-dimensional inequality and 
bi-polarization measures for health (Abul Naga & Yalcin, 2007; Apouey, 2007; Kobus & Miłoś, 
2012; Lazar & Silber, 2013).  
These univariate measures of dispersion in health alone are arguably less relevant than a bivariate 
approach that would consider dispersion in a socioeconomic dimension (like income) as well as in 
health. In this paper, we present indices of inequality and bi-polarization in income and health, which 
can be used when only ordinal information on individuals’ income and health is available. Typically, 
income is ordinal when it is given in brackets. The distribution of the exact amount of income 
between the brackets is unknown and thus it seems natural to assume that the income variable is 
ordinal. 
We develop two approaches to quantify inequality and bi-polarization in income and health.  The 
difference between the two approaches lies in the definition of the absence of inequality and bi-
polarization. In the first approach, we make the hypothesis that there is no inequality and bi-
polarization when the actual share       of individuals reporting a health category h and an income 
category y is equal to the product of the marginal shares of individuals in health category h and of 
individuals in income category y. This approach implies that inequality and bi-polarization will be 
minimal when health and income are independent. In the second approach, we assume that there is no 
inequality and bi-polarization when all individuals report the exact same health and income 
categories.  
                                                 
1
 Some questionnaires add “compared to other people your age.” 
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We provide an empirical illustration of our methods using data on 24 countries from the European 
Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) for 2004-2006 and 2011. Results 
suggest that inequalities and bi-polarization are especially large in Estonia and Portugal, and that 
inequalities have significantly increased in recent years in Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, and 
the Netherlands, whereas bi-polarization significantly decreased in France, Portugal, and the UK.  
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review the existing literature and identify the 
contribution of our article. We then present the notations and general approach. Subsequent sections 
develop the two specific approaches to the measurement of inequality and bi-polarization. The 
penultimate section presents the empirical illustration and the final section makes some concluding 
remarks. 
 
Previous literature 
 
Dispersion in health when health is a cardinal variable 
 
One approach to quantifying dispersion in self-assessed health consists of two steps. In the first stage, 
the ordinal self-rated health is transformed into a cardinal variable. Each individual is assigned a 
cardinal health score depending on his/her answer to the self-assessed health question and his/her 
observable characteristics (Groot, 2000; Van Doorslaer and Jones, 2003). The underlying assumption 
is that it is possible to consistently transform the ordinal self-assessed health variable into a cardinal 
variable. In the second stage, an index of dispersion is computed on the basis of this cardinal health 
variable.  
One strand of this literature quantifies total dispersion in health, irrespective of the socioeconomic 
characteristics of the individuals (Wolfson & Rowe, 2001). A second strand only looks at a subset of 
dispersion and quantifies the health dispersion that occurs across the distribution of a socioeconomic 
variable. Socioeconomic inequality in health is generally assessed using the concentration index 
(Kakwani, Wagstaff, & Van Doorslaer, 1997; Koolman and Van Doorslaer, 2004; Van Doorslaer and 
Jones, 2003), whereas social bi-polarization in health can be quantified using the index developed by 
Apouey (2010). 
 
Dispersion in health when health is an ordinal variable 
 
Allison and Foster (2004) made it clear that the two-step procedure - transforming the ordinal health 
variable into a cardinal variable and then quantifying health dispersion using a dispersion index for 
cardinal variables - is fundamentally flawed. Small variations in the scale that is used to transform the 
ordinal health variable into a cardinal one may reverse the ordering of the distributions that are 
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compared. Allison and Foster (2004) provide an example of a reversal using the variance, whereas 
Lazar and Silber (2013) provide a second example using the coefficient of variation. 
To overcome this limitation, several authors have developed dispersion measures for ordinal health 
variables that are scale invariant or independent (Abul Naga & Yalcin, 2007; Apouey, 2007; Lazar & 
Silber, 2013). These authors adopt a univariate approach and quantify overall health dispersion within 
a population, irrespective of the income levels of the individuals.  
The next step is to develop tools to quantify multi-dimensional dispersion in several ordinal variables. 
This seems critical to describe the evolution of dispersion in the many dimensions of well-being 
(health, socioeconomic status, life satisfaction, education, among other). The literature on the 
measurement of bi- or multi-dimensional dispersion for ordinal variables is small. Silber and 
Yalonetsky (2011) present several measures of multi-dimensional dispersion that can be used when 
the variable of interest is ordinal and the other variables are nominal/unordered. As far as we know, 
there is only one paper that examines bi-dimensional inequality in two ordinal variables (Kobus, 
2012).  
 
Our approach 
 
Our paper also focuses on the measurement of dispersion in two ordinal variables, namely income and 
health. Our approach is different from that of Kobus (2012) in two respects. First, our definitions of 
minimal and maximal dispersion are different. She assumes that dispersion in income and health is 
minimal when all individuals are in the same income and health category, and that it is maximal when 
three criteria are met: first, bi-polarization in income is maximal, second, bi-polarization in health is 
maximal, and third, the medial correlation coefficient between income and health equals 1. In the case 
where there are three income and health categories, this implies that dispersion is maximal when half 
of the individuals report the highest health level and the poorest income level, and the other half 
report the poorest health level and the highest income level. In contrast, in our first approach, we 
assume that inequality and bi-polarization are minimal when the actual share of individuals reporting 
a certain combination of income and health levels is equal to the expected share of individuals 
reporting that combination given the marginal distributions of income and health. In our second 
approach, we use the same definition of minimal bi-polarization as Kobus (2012), but we consider 
that bi-polarization in income and health is maximal when half individuals report the lowest income 
and health levels, whereas the second half report the highest income and health levels. A second 
difference between our approach and that of Kobus (2012) is that we examine the measurement of 
both inequality and bi-polarization in ordinal variables, whereas Kobus (2012) focuses on only one 
type of dispersion measures. 
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Preliminaries 
 
In what follows, we consider two ordinal variable, health and income. We denote H and Y the 
numbers of health and income categories. Category 1 corresponds to the lowest health and income 
categories, and categories H and Y to the highest health and income levels. We denote )(hm  and 
)(ym  the median categories of the two variables.  
We consider a matrix of probabilities p  and a matrix of cumulative distribution functions F . p is a 
YH  -dimensional matrix with element yhp ,  indicating the share of the population who reports 
being in health category h  and income category y . By definition, the sum of the elements of matrix 
p  equals 1.  
.hp  denotes the share of the whole population having health level h, yp.  is the share of the 
population belonging to income class y.  
yhF ,  is the share of individuals who are in a health category smaller than or equal to h  and in an 
income category smaller than or equal to y : 
 

h
i
y
j
jiyh pF
1 1
,, .  
 
Two approaches to measuring bi-dimensional inequality and bi-polarization in income and health 
 
In this subsection, we briefly present our two approaches regarding inequality and bi-polarization in 
income and health. The goal here is to give some intuition about different ways of conceiving of 
inequality and bi-polarization in a bi-dimensional context. 
 
The first conception assumes that the marginal distribution of income and health is given, and does 
not quantify dispersion in these marginal distributions. It also assumes that there is no inequality and 
bi-polarization if conditional on their income category, individuals have the same probability of 
reporting a certain health category, and conditional on their health category, individuals have the 
same probability of reporting a certain income category. The probability matrix for the case of no 
inequality and bi-polarization corresponds then to the product of the margins 















YHHH
Y
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p
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In our second approach, we quantify overall dispersion in income and health. In contrast with the first 
approach, we do not assume that the absence of association between income and health means an 
absence of dispersion. In addition, we consider that there is no inequality and bi-polarization in 
income and health if there is both perfect equality in income and perfect equality in health. In that 
case, all individuals report exactly the same income and the same health level. For example: 





















0...0000
..................
0...0000
0...0100
0...0000
0...0000
p  and 





















1...1100
..................
1...1100
1...1100
0...0000
0...0000
F  
More generally, the probability matrices   with no inequality and bi-polarization contain 
)1)(( YH  zeros and a single one. In total, there are YH   such matrices. 
 
Inequality is maximal if all individuals except one are in the lowest health and income cell, whereas 
one individual is in the highest health and income cell. We suppose that there are n individuals, so the 
individual in the greatest income and health categories represent a share 
n
1
 of the population. Then 
the corresponding matrices for maximal inequality are written as 






















n
n
p
1
0...00
00...00
...............
00...00
00...0
1
1
 and 



























1
1
1...
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1...
1
1
1
1
...............
1
1
1
1...
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1...
1
1
1
1
nnn
nnnn
nnnn
nnnn
F  
This definition is very similar to the definition of maximal inequality in a uni-dimensional context: 
indeed, uni-dimensional inequality in income is assumed to be maximal when all individuals except 
one have no income and one individual has all the available income. In the bi-dimensional context, all 
individuals except one have the poorest health and income status, and one individual has both 
excellent health and the highest possible income. 
 
Finally, bi-polarization is maximal if half of the individuals are in the poorest health and income cell, 
whereas the other half is in the highest health and income cell so that 
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
















5.00...00
00...00
...............
00...00
00...05.0
p  and 

















15.0...5.05.0
5.05.0...5.05.0
...............
5.05.0...5.05.0
5.05.0...5.05.0
F  
This is similar to the definition of maximal bi-polarization in the univariate context: uni-dimensional 
bi-polarization in health is maximal if half individuals report the poorest health status whereas the 
other half reports the highest health status (Apouey, 2007). 
 
General properties of the measures 
 
In what follows, we present the continuity and scale independence properties that are satisfied by our 
indices. 
 
Property of continuity: The inequality and bi-polarization indices are continuous in p (or F).  
The property of continuity guarantees that small errors in the values taken by the variables will not 
lead to big variations in the indices proposed. 
 
Definition of health and income scales: Each health and income category can be attributed a cardinal 
value according to the scales ),...,( 1
health
H
healthhealth sss   and ),...,( 1
income
Y
incomeincome sss  . The scales 
are arbitrary with the restrictions 
health
H
health ss  ...0 1  and
income
Y
income ss  ...0 1 .  
We denote S  the set of scales. 
 
Let D be a bivariate dispersion (i.e. inequality or bi-polarization) index. 
 
Property of scale independence: ),,(),,( 221111 incomehealthincomehealth sspDsspD   (or
),,(),,( 221111 incomehealthincomehealth ssFDssFD  ) for any 1healths , 2healths , 1incomes , and 2incomes  
elements of S .  
The property means that changing the numerical values of the scales has no influence on the value of 
the dispersion index.  
 
All the inequality and bi-polarization measures presented in the next two sections satisfy the 
continuity and the scale independence properties. 
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A first approach to measuring inequality and bi-polarization in income and health: defining 
conditional indices 
 
Property of minimal inequality and bi-polarization: There is no inequality and bi-polarization if the 
actual distribution of income and health is identical to the expected distribution (product of the 
margins). 
All the inequality and bi-polarization indices presented in this section satisfy this property, which 
implies that the measures will be zero if there is no association between income and health. 
 
Measures of inequality 
 
In what follows, we present a theoretical derivation of a number of dispersion indices. A numerical 
example can be found in Appendix A. We consider the H by Y matrix p of population shares, whose 
rows and columns correspond respectively to the various health and income categories. Using Theil’s 
approach to the measurement of inequality, we may derive the following measure of health inequality 
within income category y: 
)]}//()ln[(){( .,.
1
. yyhh
H
h
hy ppppT 

  
      (1) 
where .hp  is the share in the whole population (whatever the income category is) of individuals 
having health level h, yp.  the share in the whole population (whatever the health level) of individuals 
belonging to income class y,  and yhp , the share in the whole population of individuals belonging to 
income class y and having health level h. The intuitive idea is that a priori the probability for people 
belonging to income class y of having health level h should be identical to the share in the whole 
population  of individuals with health level h ( .hp ). It turns out however that a posteriori this 
probability is different and equal to )/( ., yyh pp .  
Eq. (1) can then be extended to a measure T of overall inequality in income and health for 
the whole population:
 2
 
 
     ∑       
 
    )]}//()ln[(){()( .,.
1 1
.. yyhh
Y
y
H
h
hy ppppp 
 
                                                (2) 
It is also possible to measure health inequality on the basis of the Gini index. Here again we first 
measure health inequality within a given income class by comparing the distribution of the “actual 
shares” )/()( ., yyh pp  for each income class y with what could be considered as the “expected shares”
                                                 
2
 The Theil index is not defined when some probability     is equal to zero. 
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.. )1/( hh pp  . Using the concept of G-matrix
3
 (Silber, 1989) we then derive the following measure 
yG  of health inequality within income class y with 
)...][...()...]')[...(/1()..]/[...()...]'[...( ,...,. yhhyyyhhy pGppppGpG                                        (3) 
where the two vectors (of length H) on both sides of the G-matrix in (3) are ranked by decreasing 
values of the ratios )/()( ., hyh pp .   
To derive a Gini index GI  of health inequality for the whole population, we weight the indices given 
in (3) by the weights of the income classes y. We should however remember that in defining such an 
overall within groups Gini inequality index, the sum of the weights will not be equal to 1, because 
each weight will in fact be equal to 2. )( yp , in the same way as in the traditional within groups Gini 
index, the weights are equal to the product of the population and income shares. We therefore end up 
with 
)...][...()...]')[...(/1()( ,..
2
1
. yhhy
Y
y
yG pGpppI 

  
)...][...())...]')([...(()...][...()...]')[...((
1
,..,
1
.. 


Y
j
yhyhyh
Y
y
hyG pGpppGppI  
     (4) 
Note that the last expression on the right hand side of (4) shows clearly that one compares “a priori” 
shares which are equal to the product )))((( .. yh pp of the margins (and hence assumes independence 
between health and income) with “a posteriori” shares yhp ,( ) which correspond to the actual shares of 
cells (h,y) in the total population. It should be stressed here that in computing GI  we consider first the 
lowest income class, then the second lowest, etc... since the elements of the row vector 
))...]')([...(( .. yh pp and of the column vector )...][...( ,yhp  on the extreme right of expression (3) are 
ranked by decreasing ratios )/()( ., hyh pp , this ranking being implemented separately for each income 
class y.  
 
We can also compute an expression 
 )...][...())...]')([...((
~
,.. yhyhG pGppI                                                                                                (5) 
for the population as a whole, where the elements of the row vector ))...]')([...(( .. yh pp  and of the 
column vector )...][...( ,yhp  would have been ranked by decreasing ratios )( , yhp / )))((( .. yh pp .  
To see the difference between the indices GI and GI
~
 the following graphical interpretation is given. 
 
                                                 
3
 The G-matrix is a square matrix with zeros on the diagonal, -1 above the diagonal, and +1 below. 
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A graphical illustration of the bivariate approach to health inequality 
 
In Figure 1, we put respectively on the horizontal and vertical axes the cumulative values of the 
expected shares ))(( .. yh pp  and the cumulative value of the actual shares )( , yhp , starting with income 
class 1 and ranking both sets of shares by increasing ratios ))(/()( .., yhyh ppp , that is, by increasing 
ratios ))(/()( 1..1, ppp hh . Since we start by working only with the individuals belonging to the first 
income class, 1.p will be common to all these individuals so that the order of ranking of the 
individuals will be a function of the ratios )/()( .1, hh pp .  Then we do the same for income class 2 and 
continue with the other classes until we end up with income class Y.  We obtain a “within income 
classes inequality curve” (dotted curve in Figure 1) that is made of Y sections, one for each income 
class. Clearly the slope of this curve is not always non-decreasing. It is non-decreasing within each 
income class but the curve reaches the diagonal each time we end with an income class. 
If now we want to derive the curve that corresponds to expression (5) (dashed curve in Figure 1), we 
will have to rank both sets of shares (the cumulative shares ))(( .. yh pp  on the one hand and the 
cumulative shares )( , yhp  on the other hand) by increasing values of the ratios )))(/(()( .., yhyh ppp  
working from the onset with all the H by Y cells (and not, as we did previously, working first with the 
shares corresponding to the first (poorest) income class and ranking them by increasing ratios 
)))(/(()( 1..1, ppp hh  and then doing the same successively for all the other income classes. 
An illustration of the difference between the two approaches is given in Figure 1 where the index GI  
is equal to twice the area lying between the dotted curve and the diagonal, while the index GI
~
 is equal 
to twice the area lying between the dashed curve and the diagonal. The area lying between these two 
curves may then be considered as a measure of the degree of overlap between the various income 
classes in terms of the gaps between the “expected” and “actual” shares.     
 
[Insert Figure 1 here] 
 
Measures of social “pro-poorness” in health 
 
In expression (3) we estimated a within income group y Gini index yG  which was computed by 
comparing, for each cell ),( yh , its expected share )( .hp  in column y  with its actual share 
)/( ., yyh pp (see the first expression on the R.H.S. of (3)). This comparison of expected and actual 
shares was based on the use of the G-matrix, the operator we have been using to compute the Gini 
11 
 
index. Moreover the elements of the row vector )..]'[...(
..h
p  and of the column vector 
)..]/[...( ., yyh pp  which appear on the first expression on the R.H.S. of (3) were both classified by 
decreasing ratios )/( ., hyh pp . 
Let us however assume now that, within each income class, we classify these elements (of the vectors 
)..]'[...( .hp and )..]/[...( ., yyh pp ) by decreasing health level h. It can then be shown that what we 
would compute would be another kind of relative concentration ratio, one that would measure the link 
between the ratios )/( ., yyh pp and the health level of the individuals. If these ratios grow in a 
monotonic way with the level of health then we will get in fact, for each income class, the Gini 
indices yG  ratios we previously derived (see expression (3)). The corresponding curve obtained for a 
given income class by plotting points corresponding on the horizontal axis to the cumulative shares 
)))((( .. yh pp  
and on the vertical axis to the cumulative shares )( ,yhp , both sets of shares being 
ranked by increasing health level, would be identical to that depicting the inequality measured by yG . 
If however, for a given income class, there is an inverse relationship between the ratios )/( ., yyh pp
and the level of health of the individuals, the index we propose to compute in this section will be a 
kind of Pseudo-Gini.
4
 It will be negative and equal in absolute value to the Gini index measuring the 
inequality given by yG . In such a case the curve will lie above the diagonal (in the range of the 
corresponding income class) and its slope will be decreasing.
5
  
In the more general case we may observe a curve (the solid curve in Figure 1) that can cross one or 
several times the diagonal but it will still be an increasing curve. If the sum of the areas lying below 
the diagonal is close to the sum of the areas lying above the diagonal, this Pseudo-Gini will be close 
to zero. This kind of relative concentration curve was previously suggested to measure the income 
elasticity of the consumption of a specific good (Kakwani, 1980) and more recently spatial 
segregation (Dawkins, 2006).  
In our case, one may observe that if this curve lies mostly below (resp. above) the diagonal, it means 
that cases where the actual number of individuals in a given cell is higher than the expected number 
will be observed mainly  among individuals with a high (resp. low) level of health.  
The overall measure of “health concentration” in the population, taking such a bivariate approach, 
would then be equal of the sum of the areas defined for each income class, these areas taking the sign 
defined previously. If the overall measure of “health concentration” is positive, this would mean that 
on average it is more common to see a positive link between health and income among richer people 
than among poorer people. If, however, we find that it is more common to observe an individual with 
                                                 
4
 See Silber (1989) for more details on the concept of Pseudo-Gini. 
5
  The area between the diagonal and this curve will be equal to half the absolute value of this Pseudo-Gini. 
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a low health level among people with an income lower than the median income and individuals with a 
high health level among people with an income higher than the median income, then the overall 
measure of concentration may well be close to zero (despite the fact that we clearly have a positive 
correlation between income and health). We may therefore want to derive a better measure of such a 
correlation. 
 
[Insert Figure 1 here] 
 
Measures of bi-polarization 
 
Assume now that the areas defined previously and corresponding to the indices yG  given in (3) are 
attributed the following signs. For individuals belonging to an income class which is below the 
median income, the area will be positive, for a given income class, if it is above the diagonal and 
negative otherwise, while for individuals belonging to an income class above the median income, the 
area will be given a positive sign if it is below the diagonal and a negative sign otherwise. The sum of 
the income class specific areas, assuming the correct sign (as it was just defined) has been attributed 
to each area, will be a measure of the degree of bi-polarization of the distribution of health.
6
 It is 
indeed easy to check that if for income classes below the median income the areas are mostly above 
the diagonal and for those income classes above the median income, the areas are mostly below the 
diagonal (the case of the solid curve in Figure 1), we would have here a clear case of bi-polarization, 
individuals with a high income having usually a high health level and individuals with a low income a 
low health level. The sum of the areas would then have a positive sign. 
If, on the contrary, for income classes below the median income, the areas defined previously are 
mostly below the diagonal while for those income classes above the median income, the areas are 
mostly above the diagonal, it would mean that individuals with a low income have a high level of 
health and those with a high income a low health level. The sum of the areas would then be clearly 
negative, another extreme case of bi-polarization, one corresponding to a negative correlation between 
health and income.       
Finally it is possible that, attributing again to each area the sign defined previously, we end up with a 
sum of areas whose value would be close to zero. This would indicate that there is no clear correlation 
between income and health. A zero value for the sum of areas would also be obtained when for each 
income class the expected number of individuals at each health level is equal to the actual number. 
This would mean that the conditional probabilities (the probability of having a given health level h, 
given the income class to which the individual belongs) would be the same whatever the income class 
- the distributions of health levels would be the same for each income class. 
                                                 
6
 We borrow here some ideas from Deutsch, Silber, & Yalonetzky (2013). 
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A simple numerical illustration of all the concepts which have just been defined is given in Appendix 
A. 
 
A second approach to measuring inequality and bi-polarization in income and health: overall 
indices 
 
In this section, we quantify overall bi-polarization in the joint distribution of health and income. This 
approach differs from that presented in the previous section, because it quantifies the dispersion in the 
marginal distributions in income and health, and makes a different assumption regarding minimal bi-
polarization. )(FB denotes the overall bi-polarization in health and income associated with the matrix 
of joint cumulative probabilities F  
 
Properties 
 
Property of minimal bi-polarization: The bi-polarization index is minimal and equals zero when all 
individuals report the same income and health category. 
 
Property of maximal bi-polarization: The bi-polarization index is maximum and equals one when half 
of the individuals report the smallest income and health status whereas the other half of the 
individuals report the greatest income and health status. 
 
Definition of a bi-polarization decreasing transfer: Let 1p  and 2p  be any two matrices (with the 
same dimensions) representing the probability distributions, and let 
1F  and 2F  be the corresponding 
matrices representing the cumulative distribution functions. 
2F  is derived from 1F  using a bi-
polarization decreasing transfer if  
 1F  and 2F have the same median health and income categories. 
 In the cells (h,y) for which )(hmh  and )(ymy  , 1,
2
, yhyh FF  . 
 In the cells (h,y) for which )(hmh  and )(ymy  , 1,
2
, yhyh FF  .  
 For the other cells (h,y), 1,
2
, yhyh pp  . 
Note that the cells (h,y) for which )(hmh  and )(ymy   are the cells where both health and 
income are below the median health and income categories, whereas the cells for which )(hmh 
and )(ymy  are the cells where both health and income are greater than the median health and 
income categories.  
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Property of bi-polarization decreasing transfers: If 
2F  is derived from 1F  using this type of 
transfers, 
2F  exhibits less bi-polarization than 1F : )()( 12 FBFB  . 
 
This property implies that overall bi-polarization decreases when a greater proportion of people is 
concentrated around the median health and income categories, rather than segregated in the two poles 
of “healthy and wealthy people” (bottom right of the p- and F-matrices) on the one hand and 
“unhealthy and poor people” (upper left of the matrices) on the other hand. For instance, let us 
consider a health variable with five categories and an income variable with five categories as well: 

















1.025.1.05.0
05.05.05.005.
005.1.15.05.
025.0005.05.
000005.
1p and 

















1825.7.45.2.
725.65.55.4.2.
525.5.45.35.15.
175.15.15.15.1.
05.05.05.05.05.
1F  
The median health category is 3 and the median income category is also 3. We consider a transfer of 
people from a cell below the medians to another cell below the medians that is “closer” to the 
medians: for instance, a transfer of a .05 share of the population from cell (1,1) to cell (2,2). Similarly, 
we also consider a transfer of people from a cell above the medians to another cell above the medians 
that is “closer” to the medians: for instance, a transfer of a .025 share of the population from cell (5,4) 
to cell (4,4). The new matrices are as follows: 

















1.01.05.0
05.075.05.005.
005.1.15.05.
025.001.05.
00000
2p and 

















1825.7.45.15.
75.675.55.4.15.
525.5.45.35.1.
175.15.15.15.05.
00000
2F  
The new distribution of health and income is more concentrated around the median health and income 
categories. According to the property, bi-polarization for F
2
 is smaller than bi-polarization for F
1
. 
 
Measures of overall bi-polarization 
 
We generalize the existing measures of bi-polarization for ordinal data in the uni-dimensional 
approach to the bi-dimensional perspective. 
First, we extend the univariate measure of Abul Naga and Yalcin (2007), Apouey (2007), and 
Reardon (2009) to the bivariate case. Our overall index is a function of the absolute distance between 
the observed cumulative probabilities F , whose elements are yhF , , and the maximal bi-polarization 
F-matrix, whose elements equal 0.5: 
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1
1)|5.0|2(
1
1 1
,
1


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
 
HY
F
B
H
h
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y
yh
 
 
Second, we consider an extension to the bivariate case of an index proposed by Reardon (2009): 

 



H
h
Y
y
yhyh FF
HY
B
1 1
,,2 )1(4
1
1
 
 
It is easy to prove that the overall bi-polarization indices    and    satisfy the continuity, scale 
independence, minimal bi-polarization, maximal bi-polarization, and bi-polarization decreasing 
transfer properties. 
 
Empirical illustration 
 
In this section, we provide an empirical illustration of the use of the indices developed above, 
focusing on dispersion in income and health in 2004-2006 and 2011, in 24 European countries.  
 
Our data come from the EU - Statistics on Income and Living Condition (EU-SILC) surveys, whose 
summary statistics are available from the Eurostat website.
7
 The EU-SILC project was launched in 
2003 on the basis of a “gentleman’s agreement” in six member states of the European Union, as well 
as in Norway. The starting date for the EU-SILC instrument (under the framework regulation) was 
2004 for the EU-15 (with the exception of Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, which 
had derogations until 2005), as well as for Estonia, Norway and Iceland. The 10 new member states 
with the exception of Estonia started in 2005. Bulgaria started in 2006. 
The goal of the surveys is to collect timely and comparable data on income, poverty, social exclusion, 
and living conditions, across European countries. Each EU-SILC surveys is based on a nationally 
representative probability sample of the population residing in private households and aged 16 years 
old or over in the respective target country.  
We use countries for which information on health and income is available in 2011. Our analysis 
sample is thus made of Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and the UK.  
We use data for the years 2004-2006 and 2011, which are respectively the first and the most recently 
available waves.  Focusing on these years enables us to get a precise picture of the recent evolution of 
                                                 
7
 See http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?wai=true&dataset=hlth_silc_10 
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dispersion in health and income in Europe. As explained above, the first year of data is either 2004, or 
2005, or 2006, depending on countries.  
The health variable is ordinal self-reported health with five categories: “very bad,” “bad,” “fair,” 
“good,” and “very good.” Income is also ordinal, since it is given in quintiles. It is computed on the 
basis of the total equalized disposable income during the year preceding the interview, i.e. total 
disposable household income divided by the household equalized size, using the modified OECD 
equivalence scale. This scale gives a weight of 1.0 to the first adult, 0.5 to any other household 
member aged 14 and over, and 0.3 to each child below age 14.  
Note that this section is intended as merely illustrative, as the underlying income variable is 
continuous rather than ordinal, and the continuous income measure could be obtained if we were to 
use the original EU-SILC data instead of the published tables.  In addition, our income variable is a 
particular one – quintiles. Consequently, the sample is evenly distributed across categories of income. 
This implies that in the second approach, our bi-polarization measures are necessarily bounded away 
from the minimum and maximum. 
An interesting feature of the EU-SILC datasets compared to other datasets that are generally used to 
study inequalities in Europe (such as SHARE or the ESPS) is that they contain information on Eastern 
European countries. This enables us to get a global picture of income/health inequalities in Europe. 
 
Figure 2 gives the distribution of self-assessed health in the sample. We observe that for both waves 
the median health category is “Good” in most countries. However there are some exceptions. First, 
Greece appears as a healthier country than its neighbours, since for both waves the median health 
category is “Very good.” In contrast, Lithuania and Portugal systematically report poorer health than 
the rest of Europe. The median health category of these countries is “Fair” for both waves. Finally, 
Estonia and Hungary may have experienced an improvement of the general health status of the 
population, since the median health category increased from “Fair” in 2004-2006 to “Good” in 2011.  
Some other countries also show some signs of an improvement in health. In particular, this is the case 
in Germany, Portugal, Sweden, Spain, and the UK, since the proportion of individuals in the two top 
health categories increased whereas those in the three lowest health categories decreased. 
In Bulgaria and France, the shares of individuals in the middle categories (“Fair” and “Good”) 
increased between 2004-2006 and 2011, whereas the shares of individuals in the extreme categories 
(“Very bad,” “Bad,” and “Very good”) decreased. This means that there is a decrease in (uni-
dimensional) bi-polarization in health over time, since the distribution of health was more 
concentrated around the median health category in 2011. 
 
[Insert Figure 2 here] 
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In what follows, we present two tables giving the indices of the bi-polarization and inequality indices 
developed in the paper.  
To derive the inequality and bi-polarization indices based on the first approach, we build for each 
country and year two matrices whose rows correspond to health and whose columns correspond to 
income: the first matrix contains the actual shares, whereas the second matrix contains the expected 
shares. These matrices enable us to draw the “within income classes inequality curve” and the 
“distributional change curve” and to compute the indices. 
We present in Figure 3 a graphical representation of the “within income classes inequality curve” and 
of the “distributional change curve” for Estonia in 2011.  We focus on that country because it has the 
largest level of inequality and bi-polarization in our analysis sample, which makes the graphical 
illustration very clear. The curves include five sections, corresponding to the five income quintiles. 
Note that the two curves are confounded for the top income quintile. The solid curve lies above the 
diagonal for low-income groups, whereas it is above the diagonal for high-income groups. This 
implies that poor people are less healthy than expected, whereas rich people are healthier than 
expected. 
 
[Insert Figure 3 here] 
 
Table 1 contains the inequality and bi-polarization indices derived from the first approach. The 
technique that we use to compute the confidence intervals for the indices is presented in Appendix B. 
Inequality and bi-polarization indices are significantly greater than zero in all countries, in both 2004-
2006 and 2011.  
 
[Insert Table 1 here] 
 
Our results do not necessarily imply that policies should try to reduce dispersion in health, since not 
all dispersion can and should be avoided. It would be worth understanding the reasons why dispersion 
arises in Europe. In particular, future research could investigate a decomposition of the indices by 
factors, to identify the reasons underlying inequality and bi-polarization. Following the literature on 
inequality of opportunities in health, these factors could be classified as either circumstances or efforts 
variables (Rosa Dias, 2009; Trannoy, Tubeuf, Jusot, & Devaux, 2010). If our finding on the positive 
levels of inequality and bi-polarization reflect differences in circumstances between individuals, this 
would mean that there are opportunities for reducing inequalities and bi-polarization in health in 
Europe.  
We now turn to the comparison of the levels of dispersion between countries. Note that caution is 
required when doing this comparison exercise, since differential health reporting might render the 
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indices not comparable between countries (Bago d’Uva, O’Donnell, and Van Doorslaer, 2008). 
Having this limitation in mind, we rank the countries according to the values of the inequality and bi-
polarization indices given in the table. We find that Cyprus, Estonia, and Portugal exhibit a great level 
of inequality and bi-polarization, in both waves of the data. The very large level of inequality in 
Estonia in 2004 and 2011 is in line with the substantial level of inequalities in mortality in that 
country at the end of the 1980s, that was followed by a “tremendous rise of inequalities in mortality” 
between 1989 and 2000 (Mackenbach, 2006). Our result for Portugal is consistent with the previous 
literature, that shows that among 13 European countries, Portugal is the most unequal (Van Doorslaer 
& Koolman, 2004). In contrast, we observe that Iceland and Italy have low levels of health/income 
dispersion. Our data also suggest that in 2005 the Netherlands had a relatively small level of 
inequality and bi-polarization, which is consistent with the literature (Van Doorslaer & Koolman, 
2004). However, the level of dispersion increased significantly between 2005 and 2011, so that the 
Netherlands have today a European average level of inequality and bi-polarization. 
Looking more closely at the evolution of dispersion over time, we observe that inequality and bi-
polarization remained stable in most countries between 2004-2006 and 2011. However, some 
countries went through important changes. There is strong evidence that inequality and bi-polarization 
decreased over time in France, Greece, Lithuania, and the UK. In contrast, inequality and bi-
polarization rose in Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, and the Netherlands.  
 
We then turn to the results for our second approach, which is based on a different definition of 
minimal dispersion. Table 2 contains the bi-polarization indices    and     for 2004-2006 and 2011.  
 
 [Insert Table 2 here] 
 
The table shows a significant level of bi-polarization in all countries both in 2004-2006 and 2011.  
The two indices indicate that bi-polarization significantly increased in Denmark between 2004 and 
2011, whereas it significantly decreased in France, Hungary, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 
Sweden, and the UK. One index also indicates an increase of bi-polarization in Austria and a decrease 
in Italy. 
Comparing the results of Table 2 with the last two columns of Table 1, we find that the evolution of 
bi-polarization between 2004-2006 and 2011 are often consistent across tables. For instance, both 
tables show an increase of bi-polarization in Austria and Belgium, and a decrease in Cyprus (these 
changes can be significant or insignificant). Both tables suggest a significant decrease in bi-
polarization in France, Portugal, and the UK between 2004-2005 and 2011. 
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Conclusion 
 
This paper develops original methods to quantify the level of inequality in socioeconomic status and 
health, when both variables are ordinal. We present two distinct approaches, that are embedded in 
different definitions of minimal inequality and bi-polarization. The empirical illustration is based on 
data from the EU-SILC surveys for 24 countries between 2004-2006 and 2011. 
Our study suggests several routes for future research. A first avenue could be to provide an axiomatic 
derivation of bivariate indices, in order to derive the family of dispersion measures that have the most 
interesting properties. Second, one could develop a decomposition technique for bivariate indices 
enabling researchers to decompose the total observed income/health disparity into the contribution of 
several factors. By extension, one could also identify the factors that explain the changes in the level 
of disparity over time. This is all the more relevant as we find that inequality increased in Austria, 
Belgium, Finland, Germany, and the Netherlands (see the first four columns of Table 1), and that bi-
polarization decreased in France, Portugal, and the UK (see the last two columns of Table 1 and Table 
2), over the past decade. A first factor that could explain the rise of inequalities and that could be 
tested is access to health care services. Indeed, the financial crisis, that started in Europe in 2007, put 
a strain on health-care systems in some countries. Another relevant factor that could potentially 
explain the rise in inequality in Germany in particular is the ageing of the population. Indeed, 
income/health inequality tend to be larger among older generations in that country (Van Kippersluis, 
Van Ourti, O’Donnell, & Van Doorslaer, 2009).   
 
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank Owen O’Donnell for his helpful comments on 
this article. 
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Appendix A. Numerical example for the first approach to inequality / bi-polarization 
 
Assume two income levels (    and    , with     the highest income level)  and three health 
levels (   ,     and    , with     the highest health level). 
Table A1 gives the distribution of the individuals among the six potential cells. 
 
Table A1: Original data 
 
         Horizontal margins 
    50 20 70 
    20 10 30 
    30 70 100 
Vertical margins 100 100 200 
  
Table A2 gives the actual share of each cell in the total population. 
 
 
Table A2: Actual shares 
 
         Horizontal margins 
    0.25 0.10 0.35 
    0.10 0.05 0.15 
    0.15 0.35 0.50 
Vertical margins 0.50 0.50 1 
 
Table A3 gives the expected shares (product of the margins). 
 
 
Table A3: Expected shares 
 
 y=1 y=2 Horizontal margins 
    0.175 0.175 0.35 
    0.075 0.075 0.15 
    0.250 0.25 0.50 
Vertical margins 0.50 0.50 1 
 
Finally, Table A4 gives the ratio of the actual over the expected shares and in parenthesis the rank of 
each cell, as far as this ratio is concerned (cells ranked by increasing values of the ratios). 
 
Table A4: Ratio of actual over expected shares 
 
         
    1.42 (6) 0.57 (1) 
    1.33 (4) 0.66 (3) 
    0.60 (2) 1.40 (5) 
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Within income classes Gini curve and within income classes Gini index 
 
For the graphical representation we first plot the cumulative values of the expected and actual shares 
for the lower income class (   ), on the horizontal and vertical axes, these shares being again 
ranked by increasing values of the corresponding ratios of the actual over the expected shares. Note 
that when we complete the plot for this lower income class we will have reached the point (0.5;0.5) on 
the graph. We then do the same thing for the higher income class (y=2) and end up at the point (1;1). 
This graph then represents the inequality of health opportunity within the income classes. 
We can then compute the corresponding within income classes Gini index. 
The contribution    of the within income class 1 inequality of health opportunities will be written as 
                                         
and it is easy to find out that             
Similarly the contribution    of the within income class 2 inequality of health opportunities will be 
written as 
                                        
and it is easy to find out that            
The overall within income classes inequality of health opportunities is then equal to  
              
 
Gini curve and the Gini index 
 
Here we draw a graph where on the horizontal axis we plot the cumulative values of the expected 
shares and on the vertical axis the cumulative values of the actual shares but here all the shares are 
ranked by increasing ratios of the actual over the expected shares. 
We can also compute the corresponding Gini index comparing the expected values (row vector) with 
the actual values (column vector), the shares in this vector being classified this time by decreasing 
values (Silber, 1989). 
In other words we compute the product e’Ga where e’ is a row vector of the expected shares, a 
column vector of the actual shares and G is the G-matrix, a matrix whose typical cell     is equal to 0 
if i=j, to -1 if ji and to +1 if ij. Note again that in both e’ and a all the shares have to be ranked by 
decreasing values of the ratios of the actual over the expected shares. 
In other words we get  
                                                                         It is then easy to find 
out that             
This is then a measure of the overall inequality of health opportunities. 
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Measuring distributional change 
 
But we can also compute an alternative measure. Let us again plot first the cumulative expected and 
actual shares for the lower income level, but we would rank both sets of cumulative shares by 
increasing health level. If the higher the actual health level, the higher the ratio of actual over 
expected shares, then we would get the previous graph.  
We could then give an alternative interpretation to this graph and say that it measures the 
“distributional change” obtained when comparing actual and expected shares. Since by construction 
this curve will be completely below the diagonal (and have in fact a non-decreasing slope) we could 
consider this distributional change as positive since the higher the health level, the higher the ratio of 
the actual over the expected shares.  
If on the contrary, when ranking the cumulative shares, within income class 1, by increasing health 
level, we find that the lower the health level, the higher the ratio of actual over expected shares, we 
could consider this distributional change as negative, because, as was just stressed, it indicates that 
within income class 1, individuals with a low health level are in greater numbers than we would have 
a priori expected.  
Naturally such a distributional curve (for income class 1) can be partly above, partly below the 
diagonal (especially when we consider more than 3 health levels) and in computing the total 
distributional change we will have to give a positive sign to any area below the diagonal and a 
negative sign to any area above the diagonal. However, it turns out that a simple algorithm that takes 
into account this sign constraint can be implemented to compute the sum of these signed areas. We 
just have to define a row vector    ̃ of the expected shares and a column vector  ̃ of the actual shares, 
both shares being ranked by decreasing health level, and compute the product    ̃  ̃   It then turns out 
that for income level 1  
  ̃  ̃                                        
and it is easy to find that α =   ̃  ̃    0.05125 
We can similarly compute the corresponding product   ̃  ̃ for income level 2 and find out that 
  ̃  ̃                                       
and it is easy to find that, for income level 2,      ̃  ̃         . 
 
The overall distributional change DC  will then be expressed as          
 
Measuring bi-polarization 
 
If however our goal is to look at the bi-polarization of the inequality of opportunities, assuming two 
income levels of equal population size, we should give a positive sign to any area above the diagonal 
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for the lower income level 1 and a positive sign for any area below the diagonal for the higher income 
class 2, because we would then check whether, among the poor, the lower the health level, the higher 
the ratio of actual over expected shares and whether,  among the rich, on the contrary, the higher the 
health level, the higher the ratio of actual over expected shares. 
In other words a simple measure of bi-polarization B would be written as -    and it is then easy to 
check that in our simple empirical illustration we get 
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Appendix B. Method to compute the confidence intervals 
 
Assume that there are Y income groups and H health levels. Let us call     the probability of being in 
income category y and of having health level h. The table which was the basis for drawing the 
distributional change curves is such that  
∑ ∑    
 
   
 
   
   
Let us now define     as     (     ) with N the number of observations per country.
8
 Assume 
we have a box with N balls of different colors, the number of colors being      . In other words, 
we have      balls of color “11,” …,     balls of color “hy,” …, and      balls of color “HY”. 
Let us draw with repetition 1,000 balls from this box and call    the number of balls of color “hy”. 
Obviously in general    is likely to be different from    , although it may happen that, for some 
“hy”,          Call now     the ratio      
   
    
 . We can use these proportions     to 
compute the indices originally computed (inequality, distributional change, bi-polarization…). 
Let us repeat 500 to 1,000 times this procedure where we draw 1,000 balls with repetition, the number 
of balls of color “hy” in the box being as before     and compute each time the indices of 
distributional change, inequality and bi-polarization mentioned previously. 
We will then obtain a distribution of each of the indices mentioned previously and can then derive a 
5%-95% or a 10%-90% confidence interval for each index. By comparing the confidence interval of 
an index for a given year with the corresponding confidence interval in another year we can then test 
whether the index in one year differs significantly from the estimate of the index in another year. 
 
  
                                                 
8
 We use the minimal number of observations (per country) as a proxy for the number of observations (per 
country). See the Eurostat website: 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/income_social_inclusion_living_conditions/documents/tab/Ta
b/EU-SILC%20sample%20size.pdf 
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Fig. 1: Two inequality curves and one distributional change curve  
 
 
Notes. On the basis of the dotted curve, we can compute the “within income classes Gini index”   . 
The dashed curved is the basis for the derivation of the “overall Gini index”  ̌ . The solid curve 
finally is what we call  a “distributional change curve.” It enables us to compute the index of bi-
polarization. 
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Fig. 2: Distribution of self-assessed health by country and year 
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Fig. 3: “Within income classes inequality” and “distributional change” curves  
for Estonia in 2011 
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Table 1: Conditional indices, for European countries, in 2004-2006 and 2011 (first approach) 
 
 First year 
of data 
Within income 
classes Gini index 
Within income 
classes  
Gini index 
Gini index Gini index Bi-
polarization  
index 
Bi-polarization 
index 
  First year of data 2011 First year of 
data 
2011 First year of 
data 
2011 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Austria 2004 .014 
[.011;.016] 
.021 
[.019;.023] 
.084 
[.070;.093] 
.128 
[.116;.138] 
.013 
[.011;.015] 
.020 
[.018;.022] 
Belgium 2004 .021 
[.018;.023] 
.027 
[.025;.029] 
.129 
[.117;.139] 
.157 
[.145;.167] 
.021 
[.019;.023] 
.027 
[.024;.029] 
Bulgaria 2006 .020 
[.018;.022] 
.023 
[.020;.025] 
.120 
[.109;.129] 
.134 
[.122;.144] 
.019 
[.017;.021] 
.022 
[.020;.023] 
Cyprus 2005 .026 
[.024;.028] 
.023 
[.020;.025] 
.168 
[.154;.178] 
.140 
[.127;.151] 
.026 
[.023;.029] 
.023 
[.020;.025] 
Denmark 2004 .016 
[.013;.017] 
.018 
[.015;.020] 
.096 
[.082;.106] 
.112 
[.098;.123] 
.015 
[.013;.018] 
.016 
[.013;.018] 
Estonia 2004 .027 
[.024;.029] 
.030 
[.028;.033] 
.162 
[.148;.173] 
.185 
[.172;.196] 
.025 
[.023;.028] 
.028 
[.026;.031] 
Finland 2004 .016 
[.014;.018] 
.022 
[.019;.024] 
.093 
[.079;.103] 
.130 
[.116;.142] 
.016 
[.013;.018] 
.021 
[.018;.023] 
France 2004 .014 
[.011;.015] 
.010 
[.008;.011] 
.085 
[.075;.093] 
.063 
[.053;.070] 
.013 
[.011;.015] 
  .009 
[.007;.011] 
Germany 2005 .014 
[.012;.015] 
.019 
[.017;.020] 
.085 
[.074;.093] 
.115 
[.106;.123] 
.012 
[.011;.014] 
.017 
[.016;.019] 
Greece 2004 .019 
[.016;.020] 
.016 
[.013;.017] 
.117 
[.105;.127] 
.094 
[.082;.103] 
.018 
[.016;.020] 
.012 
[.010;.014] 
Hungary 2005 .016 
[.013;.017] 
.016 
[.014;.017] 
.093 
[.080;.100] 
.098 
[.085;.106] 
.011 
[.009;.013] 
.012 
[.010;.014] 
Iceland 2004 .012 
[.009;.013] 
.011 
[.008;.012] 
.080 
[.062;.092] 
.071 
[.053;.081] 
.010 
[.007;.014] 
.009 
[.005;.012] 
Italy 2004 .012 
[.010;.013] 
.014 
[.012;.015] 
.071 
[.061;.078] 
.082 
[.072;.088] 
.010 
[.008;.012] 
.008 
[.007;.010] 
Lithuania 2005 .023 
[  .021;.025] 
.018 
[.016;.020] 
.135 
[.122;.144] 
.106 
[.092;.114] 
.017 
[.015;.019] 
.011 
[.009;.013] 
Luxembourg 2004 .017 
[.013;.019] 
.015 
[.012;.017] 
.097 
[.079;.108] 
.092 
[.076;.102] 
.015 
[.012;.017] 
.013 
[.011;.016] 
Netherlands 2005 .013 
[.011;.015] 
.018 
[.015;.019] 
.084 
[.071;.093] 
.107 
[.096;.116] 
.012 
[.010;.014] 
.016 
[.014;.018] 
Norway 2004 .018 
[.014;.020] 
.019 
[.016;.021] 
.104 
[.086;.115] 
.114 
[.098;.125] 
.016 
[.013;.019] 
.016 
[.014;.019] 
Portugal 2004 .025 
[.022;.026] 
.023 
[.021;.025] 
.144 
[.132;.153] 
.133 
[.121;.142] 
.024 
[.022;.026] 
.020 
[.018;.022] 
Slovakia 2005 .016 
[.014;.017] 
.017 
[.014;.018] 
.097 
[.085;.104] 
.104 
[.091;.112] 
.008 
[.006;.011] 
.014 
[.012;.016] 
Slovenia 2005 .022 
[.020;.024] 
.021 
[.019;.023] 
.134 
[.121;.145] 
.126 
[.114;.137] 
.020 
[.018;.023] 
.020 
[.017;.022] 
Spain 2004 .016 
[.014;.017] 
.016 
[.014;.017] 
.098 
[.088;.106] 
.098 
[.089;.106] 
.015 
[.014;.017] 
.014 
[.012;.016] 
Sweden 2004 .019 
[.016;.021] 
.019 
[.016;.021] 
.109 
[.095;.119] 
.113 
[.100;.124] 
.017 
[.015;.020] 
.019 
[.016;.021] 
UK 2005 .022 
[.020;.024] 
.018 
[.017;.020] 
.130 
[.120;.138] 
.108 
[.099;.116] 
.020 
[.018;.022] 
.015 
[.013;.017] 
Notes. Indices in columns (1) and (2) are computed from eq. (3) and those in columns (3) and (4) 
from eq. (4). Indices in columns (5) and (6) are computed following the technique explained in the 
last subsection in the first approach to the measurement of inequality and bipolarization. We indicate 
with bold letters the countries in which the index has significantly increased over time, and we 
underline the indices for the countries in which the index has significantly decreased over time.  
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Table 2: Overall bi-polarization indices for European countries, in 2004-2006 and 2011 (second 
approach) 
 
 First year 
of data 
Bi-polarization 
index    
Bi-polarization 
index    
Bi-polarization 
index    
Bi-polarization 
index    
  First year of data 2011 First year of data 2011 
Austria 2004 .178 
[.171;.185] 
.192 
[.184;.199] 
.491 
[.483;.498] 
.507 
[.500;.516] 
Belgium 2004 .176 
[.169;.183] 
.187 
[.180;.195] 
.493 
[.486;.501] 
.507  
[.500;.515] 
Bulgaria 2006 .245 
[.237;.253] 
.197 
[.190;.204] 
.564 
[.557;.572] 
.520 
[.512;.527] 
Cyprus 2005 .189 
[.180;.200] 
.172 
[.163;.182] 
.507 
[.497;.518] 
.486 
[.477;.497] 
Denmark 2004 .151 
[.144;.159] 
.176 
[.168;.184] 
.464 
[.455;.473] 
.493 
[.485;.502] 
Estonia 2004 .252 
[.245;.260] 
.247 
[.239;.255] 
.556 
[.549;.564] 
.552 
[.545;.559] 
Finland 2004 .193 
[.183;.203] 
.176 
[.168;.184] 
.506 
[.496;.516] 
.489 
[.481;.497] 
France 2004 .192 
[.185;.198] 
.175 
[.169;.180] 
.510 
[.504;.517] 
.489 
[.483;.495] 
Germany 2005 .192 
[.186;.198] 
.183 
[.178;.189] 
.503 
[.498;.508] 
.497 
[.492;.503] 
Greece 2004 .143 
[.135;.153] 
.158 
[.150;.166] 
.468 
[.459;.477] 
.472 
[.464;.481] 
Hungary 2005 .279 
[.273;.285] 
.244 
[.237;.251] 
.586 
[.580;.592] 
.557 
[.551;.564] 
Iceland 2004 .141 
[.130;.152] 
.143 
[.131;.154] 
.453 
[.441;.466] 
.451 
[.439;.463] 
Italy 2004 .205 
[.200;.210] 
.192 
[.187;.196] 
.513 
[.508;.518] 
.513 
[.508;.518] 
Lithuania 2005 .263 
[.257;.270] 
.253 
  [.247;.259] 
.567 
[.561;.573] 
.559 
[.553;.565] 
Luxembourg 2004 .179 
[.171;.188] 
.165 
[.157;.172] 
.497 
[.487;.506] 
.481 
[.472;.489] 
Netherlands 2005 .131 
[.125;.137] 
.139 
[.133;.145] 
.442 
[.436;.450] 
.451 
[.444;.458] 
Norway 2004 .163 
[.155;.172] 
.164 
[.155;.172] 
.480 
[.472;.489] 
.481 
[.473;.489] 
Portugal 2004 .290 
[.283;.297] 
.267 
[.261;.274] 
.600 
[.593;.608] 
.576 
[.569;.583] 
Slovakia 2005 .266 
[.258;.273] 
.213 
[.207;.220] 
.575 
[.569;.582] 
.531 
[.524;.538] 
Slovenia 2005 .252 
[.244;.260] 
.229 
[.221;.237] 
.563 
[.555;.570] 
.545 
[.537;.552] 
Spain 2004 .204 
[.199;.209] 
.151 
[.146;.156] 
.525 
[.520;.530] 
.467 
[.462;.472] 
Sweden 2004 .178 
[.171;.186] 
.141 
[.134;.148] 
.489 
[.482;.498] 
.446 
[.438;.454] 
UK 2005 .165 
[.159;.171] 
.147 
[.142;.152] 
.477 
[.471;.484] 
.456 
[.451;.461] 
Notes. The 95% confidence intervals are in brackets. We indicate with bold letters the countries in 
which the index has significantly increased over time, and we underline the indices for the countries 
in which the index has significantly decreased over time.  
